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Your Composite Chart
The composite chart is a chart using the midpoints
between the planets of the two natal charts. It
represents the two individuals acting as a one.
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Geocentric
Tropical

Koch Houses

Positions in Composite Chart:
Moon in Gemini in the 8th House
Sun in Virgo in the 10th House
Mercury in Libra in the 11th House
Venus in Scorpio in the 12th House
Mars in Leo in the 9th House
Jupiter in Gemini in the 7th House
Saturn in Sagittarius in the 1st House
Uranus in Scorpio in the 12th House
Neptune in Sagittarius in the 1st House
Pluto in Pisces in the 4th House
Node in Libra in the 11th House
Midheaven in Virgo
Ascendant in Scorpio
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Composite Highlights for Frederick and Transit

Your Direction Together:
Making your mark on the world has special significance for you now. Achievement, ambition,
and authority: these things take on greater importance. Organizing and administering people
and projects will become central to your lifestyle.


Sun in 10th House

The Closest Aspect:
Independence and anything unusual or different are valued. You may enjoy getting away from
routine and doing something completely different for a change.

Venus Conjunct Uranus

Your Emotional Environment:
Sexual needs are just one of the life issues emphasized for you at this time. An instinctive
imperative to be powerful and in control - pulling the strings, as it were - may lead to greater
interest or experience in healing and investing, and in the great mysteries of life and death.


Moon in 8th House

Your Thoughts:
A yearning for the stimulation of new ideas and ideals is emphasized for you now. Others
may see the world as it is and ask why, but like Bobby Kennedy, you imagine the world as it
could be and ask why not. New friends and an involvement in idealistic groups take on
greater importance for you now... the old is suspect; the new seems to hold all the answers.


Mercury in 11th House

Your Attachments:
A kind of romantic wistfulness characterizes your approach to life now. This could mean a
longing for a soul mate or a yearning to save the world; it could mean carrying a torch, as
well. Secret loves, lost loves - all you need is love.


Venus in 12th House

Your Motivation:
Discovering what you truly believe in - fighting for it, even - is a high personal priority now.
Religion, law, politics, travel,and higher education are some of the arenas where this takes
place. This is a time of testing your limits to see how far you can go.


Mars in 9th House

Your Inspiration:
Close relationships offer a lot of potential for growth and good fortune now. A marriage or
other partnership can raise high hopes and give your spirits a boost. People close to you are
optimistic and have good prospects.


Jupiter in 7th House

Your Obstacles:
Overcoming personal obstacles through self-discipline and patience is an essential lesson
now. If you believe you can't, you're right - otherwise you'll FIND a way to do what you want.
Beware a tendency to be too serious and to see things in the worst possible light.


Saturn in 1st House
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